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Library
Lowers ·the Boom!

E-Day
Planning

By NANCY CRAFT
survive in an inadequate location within a few feet of a storage
This column will discuss the until better arrangements can be rack containing stacks of tape
question of library procedures, made. We had assumed the and another rack containing
the question of noise in the student body would have the several hundred microfilms? One
reading room, and the currently same spirit of cooperation, and improperly snuffed cigarette,
popular phrase "silent mostdo.
.
unseen overnight, could wipe
majority". Apparently our
There is complaint about the this place out. Can your future
attempt to work through your inability to use the Library your plans and your finances stand a
elec~ government is being taxpayer-parents are paying for,
year's delay while the two
construed as inaction. The two and some pretty childish counties try to produce this kind
or three dozen inconsiderate attempts to sound l.ike of money again? Will your draft ·
children in a student body of guttersnipes about the need for board be convinced that you saw
more than 400 are going to ID cards. We found 240 books students smoking (in violation of
make MORE rules necessary missing and haven't even begun rules and the President's letter),
instead of fewer rules. There is to trace periodicals yet. Do you did nothing, and the subsequent
ta! k of enforcement, and think your taxpayers parents fire wiped out the records which
expulsion, and identifying will appreciate knowing that proved you had a student
culprits - all pretty silly words. better than $2000 of their exemption?
A few people are very loud in money will be needed to re-buy
Grow up. Rules are not
complaints, but have not books they have already paid for restrictive unless you make them
suggested a solution or been once? Do you approve of a so, and noise is not distracting
willing to assist in adapting to a . student who says "Next time I'll unless it is unnecessary and
crowded situation until the new just steal it; then you can't inconsiderate. You live by
campus is built.
charge fines" - or do you clocks, calendars, rules, and
There is complaint about DISapprove only if the item he various forms of ID cards, and
noise if the fan is· on, and about takes is one you also need for an most of you. have grown up
heat if the fan is off. In a room assignment? Do you really want studying with radio-tv blasting
without ventilation that point is a co-student who said "I and family noises. What's
not even open to discQSSion - wouldn't be caught dead different now? You are asking
the fan (and if necessary, both carrying an ID card for this loan of materials your
fans) must stay on. There is dumpy school."? Do you really taxpayer-parents · paid hard
complaint about office noise, care to ~ciate with students money to acquire for the use of
.b ut no offer to build walls, or who want a reserve book at their all students . . Why is it such an
suggestion about how to acquire convenience and rather violently insult because you are asked to .
and process materials without couldn't care less that ot}\er verify your right to use that
office noise. We will · try to students must work and material and your willingness to
watch conversation; machines therefore need the book during be responsible for its safety and
you are stuck with.
the evening hours? Can you return? Why do you expect
· I would be interested in really be concerned that our friends who work for the
where one writer got the words entire 18 month holdings of one · Library to ignore rules and
"scientifically controlled periodical were missing from the endaiiger their jobs for you?
. library"! About the only thing · Library, and less than a third of Why is a fan and a xerox
adequate in this room is the the issues have migrated back machine and a typewriter
lighting, and even it. could be since we told the teacher? Are suddenly such a major calamity?
better. "Comfortable seating you really concerned that some
Stand up and earn the
proper temperature, adequa~ of the "clever children" are attention you demand. Are
lighting... " - where? The heat sneaking smokes in the AV those students who are
and dead air in this room are listening room - hiding their considerate of neighbors and
bad; I have seen far more ashes in the drawer of a wooden able to oonverse in low tones
comfortable chairs· both fans table with highly inflammable going to sit there and let a few
going make it ~possible to tape; near students studying loud gossipers and a few
work - we are simply trying to highly inflammable microfilm; nameable people decide the
Continued on Page 10
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Student Mailboxes.
Student mailboxes became available on Monday, March 2. They
are located at the College Bookstore for students wishing to get in
touch with other students or faculty members who are interested in
contacting students. It will be the responsibility of each student to
check his own folder each day to determine whether or not he has
any mail, telephone messages, notices of any messages or any other
communication.
No other means of communication will be available in the school
since the use of signs will be discontinued.
The procedure is simply as follows:
1. All memos, mail, telephone messages, notices of meetings, will
be placed in the folders.
·
2. Each member of the student body is requested to check his
mailbox at least once a day to receive his mail.
If a student does not have a folder, he should notify the Student
Affairs office.

A state-wide coordinating meeting for the Environmental teach-in
was held at the State University of New York at Albany last Friday
and Saturday, March 6 and 7. They invited each college campus in
New York State to send two coordin1,1tors to the two-day session to
lay plans for New York campus activities in connection with E-Day,
April22.
'
One of our coordinators here at TC-3 is Prof. Ronald Alexander.
If you would like to help save your life, contact him and volunteer
your services, or at least listen to what he has to say.
E-Day planning will begin here at TC-3 on March 12, at 3:00 p.m.
Signs will be posted next week stating the room number for the
meeting.

Student
·Government
Chris Beaudry moved 'that
· F.S.A. re(:onsider paying $100
to Mrs. Schicker out of the
Administration Fund. Bill Davis
seconded the motion. Passed,
9-0-0.

chairman of the Budget
U>mmittee. Other members are
Wayne Homer, Lynne Braclley,
and Maureen Pittenger.

John Skadowski submitted
his ' resignation from Student
Government. Phil asked for
recommendations to fill
Skadowski's position.

Harold Higgins brought to the
Student Government a
recommendation for a Literary
Magazine. Sally Sanderson and
Doug Finny are the editors of
the proposed magazine. Terry
Jaque moved to .allocate money
to the Literary Magazine for
expenses. Bill Davis seconded
the motion. Lou Shults moved
to amend the above motion to
read, ''The money will come
from the General Surplus
Fund." ,Lynne Bradley seconded
the motion. Passed, 11-0-0. New
motion amended: Terry Jaque
moved to allocate money from
the General Surplus Fund for
the expenses of the Literary
Magazine, now known as the
· Literary Tabloid. Passed, 11-0-0.

Lou Shults moved to accept
Liz Brown as a replacement for
Don Taylor. Lyrine Bradley
seconded the motion. Passed,
10-0-0.

Chris Beaudry moved to
accept Doug Churcher in place
of Kevin Johnson on Curriculum
Committee. Nancy McEvoy
seconded the motion. Passed,
10-0-0.

I

The subjed of a lleconler fo•
Student Go.vernment was
discussed. Nothing final was
decided.

Mr. Poland proposed holding
Student Government meetings in
the lounge for greater exposure
and possibly at a different time
of day. Discussion followed.
Chris Beaudry is now looking
into the possibility of changing
the time of the . meetings. Phil
suggested a suggestion box or a
paper questionnaire.
Don Taylor was appointed

Chris Beadry asked how the
committee for the Friday 13th
Dance could obtain an extra
$100. Student Government will
look into the matter.

Chris Beaudry moved to
adjourn the meeting. Lou Shults
seconded the motion. The
meeting adjourned at about 4
p.m.
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Something to
Believe?!

By HAROLD K. HIGGINS

A Government List of
Anti-Pollution Acco~plishments

By BILL ROOK
It has been pointed out to me right..
.to . ~ secure in our
that my previous article on pers0ns, ' house~,' .papers and
marijuana _appears to advocate effects, against unreasonable
its use. I am not saying that it is searches and 5eizures."
a good idea to smoke marijuana.
What I am saying is that the
This type of situation, the
present laws are unjust and
unreasonable when viewed in enforcement of laws violating a
light of scientific fact. This person's constitutional rights,
discrepancy between fact and has resulted in the rise of the
law has created a generation of police state. The constitution
rebels. 'l'he older generation, has made it difficult for the
having lived through prohibition, police to invade a person's
private life, but blank warrants
should see this clearly.
When law is unreasonable, it (the witness to the crime uses a
is obvious that many people will false name), and even some
hold that law in contempt, arid warrants without the name of
the ones who uphold the law in the accused (just the witness's
almost equal contempt. If our name), have made it easier for
form of · government is to the police.
succeed, it needs the respect and
help of the people. The
marijuana laws are also an
It seems to me that this
attempt to legislate morality, violates the sixth amendment
and any attempt to legislate which gives you the right to
morality is stupid in itself.
confront those who are
The marijuana laws have also witnesses against you. In their
made a fortune for organized zealous crusades against "dope
crime, which has the money, fiends" the police use a device
men and ability to obtain and known as constructive
distribute marijuana. Clearly the possession. If you are in the area
present laws have made a bad around illegal drugs, you can be
situation even worse.
arrested.
An axiom states: All citizens
·have a right to privacy. It is easy
Guilty OR innocent! In the
to see that smoking marijuana is
a part of a person's private life. CORTLAND STANDARD this
The fourth amendment of the summer, I read an article that
constitution guarantees us "the reported a person's arrest on the
charge of "loitering with intent
to use or obtain drugs".
.
.
.
!.·. ·....>

Yes, We Dflmn the.Establishment
By MARYJANE C. LaMACHIA
R·ecently ,. Mr. Pollock
disclosed his views on the
relationship between the
"Establishment" and the young
people of this country ("T C-3
Crucible" - February 1970).
The only comment which I can
answer him with is that his views
are a stereotype of those of
every other member of his
generation. I'll admit, though,

W ~-3

.that at least he is broad-minded
enough to participate in a
dialogue with us and he is willing
to listen to some of our ideas.
Many people won't even do that
much!
Is Mr. Pollock assuming the
role of spokesman for the
Establishment when he says how
proud he is of his children and
grandchildren because they have
accepted the majority. of the

~rucible
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Establishment's precepts? That
in itself seems to mean that
those not confoqning to the
Establishment's ideas are not
deserving of pride.
Perhaps the concept should
be reversed. At least those
non-conformists are thinking for
themselves rather than just
accepting established beliefs
which have been carried through
the generations. We are living in
an age when . proof must
accompany and support every
new idea; we will no longer
accept just any · statement
because our parents or elders
made it. Is that so wrong? We
· are trying to find our own set of
stnadards to live by because we
are obviously questioning the
Establishment'.s values. If we are
seeking a new "concept of what
we should be and have," how
can we be expected to offer a
solution when we are , still
searching? This idea opposes the
Establishme nt's scientifi c
method of e xperimenting,
compiling date, and formulating
facts and ideas.
Yes we are damning the
Establishment because we know
the conditions under which we
live could be better but are not.
If the Establishment is
supposedly so much wiser
(because age has experienced
more, according to them), why
isn't it proving itself to us? The
Establishment had so many
opportunities to change our
society. It is all mouth and little
or no ·action. .
I truly believe that. this
j

·Establishment believes we never
offer solutions. One- way or
another, we tell the
Establishment what we think
and what our remedies are. What
happens? The Yippies get
arrested for inciting riots, the
"Beautiful People,'' the freaks,
are ignored because the Society
thinks that . all of them are
unclean, communal drug
abusers. The middle-income
college students are too quiet to
be heard. In other words - if all
college students were of the
David Eisenhower caliber, in
both wealth and fame, then
communication might exist.
With that in mind, our
damning of the Society
inevitably will continue. It
should be the project of the
Establis_hment and our
generation (and I mean all of
them) cooperating together to
decide what stays as it is and
what goes - and perhaps more
importa nt, what the
replacements would be. We first
have to wait to see who is willing
to take the first step.

The Justice department has
reportedly confirmed the
discussion of a plan to treat
marijuana with a chemical which
would · make anyone smoking
marijuana vomit uncontrollably.
Personally, I find that this plan
sets a frightening precedent.
It is quite ironic that a man
whom most people regard as a
hero would be a criminal today.
.That man is George Washington.
George Washington recorded in
his diary a section on segregating
the' different sexes of the hemp
plant. Segregating the sexes of
the hemp plant is only necessary
if you intend to smoke it. In
George Washington's day pot
was a popular folk remedy for
many diseases, so, while George
probably didn't smoke pot to
get high, he probably thought it
was great for a cold.

America is a drug oriented
society. The average American
takes three to five drugs per day.
The common drugs are tea,
coffee, a cigarette, pep pills,
sleeping pills and alcohol.
There is nothing "good"
about the use of any drug, but
drugs are present and widely
used. A change in t~e present
laws is necessary. Before it is too
late and the damage to America
is irreparable, revise the laws and
make America a more just land.
- Information from Dr. Joel
Fort " Pot; A Rational
Approach", Playboy (October,
1969), Vol. 16, No. 10, p. 131.

'

.

Letters to The Editor

Dear Sir:
Whenever you go into the
While giving a report in a student lounge after 9:00 a.m.
cl!W, (noticed the results of a you will find a mess. Do you
cigarette
a desk. With the law enjoy living as slobs? There are
of no smoking in the classrooms, . trash cans all over, and it is very
how can something like this easy to drop your trash in them
happen? It is every student's and leave the room cleaner than
responsibility to take care of the when you found it. You want it
materials the sehool has given us clean when you enter, but let
to use.
the next person suffer. .
If you have nothing to do,
This building is for our use, ·
and without it many of us coUid you can go into the men's room
not get the education we are and read the "poetry" on the ·.
now getting.
walls. This takes time for
Like many of my fellow someone to clean off, and this
students, I came here to use this time could be spent somewhere
school as a stepping stone to a else for the goo:d of the studeqts.
four year college. This is just the Then there is the. soap in the
beginning for more education, . sinks, or should I say all over the
and there will be man~ other sinks, floor and walls.
people who will want to come to
Where do you think the
TC·3 in the years to. come. I money for these services and
want them to have the physical supplies comes from? You pay
materials here that are as good for them when you come to
and as new as tho8e which I can college, and the fees will have to
enjoy now. Any destruction of go up clean up the unnecessary
any sort make5 for more rules, messes you make.
So students, .stop and think
and the more rules. the harder
our lives. If .you as students when you bring out your pens in
would look after what is yours the men's room, cigarettes in the
in the school and treat it as classrooms and halls, and coffee
though you wanted to pass it on cups and papers in the student
to your.family (which you might lounge. Help keep the school
do), this school would be as you live in as clean as you want
much a showplace for them as it your home to be.
is for us.
.
By C. WILLIAM DA VIS

on

To the editor:
Two articles in the February
26 CRUCIBLE express
admirable concern with the state
of our;iiatural environment, yet•
both stop short of the tragic but
compelling conclusions that lie
just beyond.
Mr. Cambridge notes
correctly that a "certain margin
of profit would have to be

sacrificed" to banish industrial
pollution. But, on a national
scale, that sacrifice would
probably amount to a
cortsiderable fraction of . our
s_tandard of livipg, not to
mention the near elimination of
the personal automobile.
Everyone should try a simple
exercise to convince himself how
totally inseparable are our

modem industrial bounty and
pollution. Look around at the
material amenities one takes for
granted. Food and fabric mean
massive doses of insecticides and
fertilizers; buildings, stoves,
dishwashers, skis etc. mean filty
steel mills; cars mean exhaust,
tire and brake lining emissions;
books mean filthy paper mills;
phonograph records and ball
point pens mean filthy plastics
factories; and so on, AD
NAUSEUM (literally). We are
kidding ourselves if we believe
that all these sources of
pollution can be eliminated
without unprecedented material
sacrifice from a populace that is
unwilling to give up even one
percentage point in the expected
GAIN iri living standard to

eliminate poverty in America.
Material comfort is a sociological
one-way street: those who have
never had it and have no reason
to expect it are content without
it, but asking people to regress,
especially on the necessary scale,
would create such social
dislocation as to make the great
depression look like a garden
party. Let's face it, we live high
i~ America at the expense of our
environment, not to mention the
world's.
Then, Mr. Alexander, in a
letter, alerts us to the seriousness
of p<>pulation pollution and the
accompanying eiimination of
enjoyable natural wilderness.
Yet; because of uncontrolled
. population · growth, man's very
survival, or at least the survival

State & Tioga

where Ithaca
shops
with confidence
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of "civilization," is in danger..
With more mouths to feed and
heads ·t o shelter the worldwide
standard of living is dropping at
a time when we (mainly the
U.S.) are depleting our natural
resources and fouling our
environment at a mind-bobbling
rate. And . the catch is that
nature pro.bably won't just sit
back and wait for us to run out
of steel and drinking water.
Scientists now recognize at least
a dozen plausible scenarios for
sudden ecological catastrophe
including death of the oceans,
drastic climatic change and
wQrldwide epidemics, net to
mention the many more that
God certainly has up his sleeve.
All these are ultimately
attributable to the need to
support more and more humans
at better and better levels on
finite resources, and on
technology's naive attempts to
stretch those resources. _
Finally, both gentlemen have
an apparent faith in the ability
of science and technology to get

Dear Sir:
THE MARIJUANA QUESTION
- · POT, THE IRRATIONAL
APPROACH
A rational man bases his
decisions on the facts, not just
what he picked up from
information that was in
agreement with his argument.
The facts as they currently exiSt
are somewhat different than the
way Mr. Rook would like to
have us believe. The Crucible's
"Something to Believe" used the
PLAYBOY article on marijuana
as a feeble attempt to convince
people to use pot. Let's examine
the facts.
First of all, the study
conducted by Doctors Weil and
Zindberg at Boston University
included nine "naive"
(first-time) marijuana smokers
who were screened with
psyc hological examinations
before being allowe,d to

us out of our mess. ·But isn't it
science that got us here in the
first place? We are beginning to
realize that man's mind is utterly
unable to grasp the immense
complexity of his world; · that
almost every teehnological
innovation applied on a mass
scale has created many more
unexpected problems than were
"solved." (Unfortunately, this
includes social as well as material
technology, so there is even
scant hope of controlling
population in an acceptable
way.)
As we approach the limits of
our resources, the side effects of
"progress" become much worse
than the original problems. And
the existing problems may .be
enough to kiU us already. As for
the ultimate problem, man's
survival, if technology is going to
solve it, it will require a
monumental· change in its
historical character.
David Lewis
Carriage House E6
Ithaca, N. Y. 14850

participate in the testing
program. Let's first discuss the
"Something To Believe" story
point by point. Granted the
physiological effects of increased
heartbeat and redness of the
eyes are not the types of things
that should get us overly
: coh<;emed. We~ would be "naive
ourselves" if .we were to follow
any of the other information
that was stated in that article
without going to' the study itself.
Second: because of the fact
that nine subjects were used, it is
sheer foolishness to assume that
· the psychological effects of
marjijuana for all individuals are
so minor that the drug is not
harmful.
Third: there is an armful of
research available to show that
the "hi2h" derived from
Continued on Page
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D·on's Restaurant
FINE FOOD

DATES
CHEVROLET - OLDSMOBILE

Jona Pharmacy
Eric F. Jones

The Rexall Store
110 Main Street
Groton, N. Y.

SALES & SERVICE

Phone 898·5833
GROTON, NEW YORK

PF1Kriptiom
PHONE 898-3206

HOMER

IGA Foodliner

EXCELLENT BEVERAGES

7 South Main St.
Homer:, N. Y.

Open:
Sat. - Mon. 9 am - 6 pm
Tues. - Fri. 9 am - 9 pm

Delicious Noon Meals
CARRY-OUT SERVICE
OS*! 7 Deya A Week
11 :00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.
Wide Selection of

· SubiYsine.-Dinners
ICE COLD BEER

Served ·Every Weekday
503N.~St.

.· PhqM:.272-5800

Main Street·

898-9518

Groton, N. Y.
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Writers' Pool
Why Must it Be?
My Heart cries out
In pain.
Our child kicks
He wants to be born,
To breathe, to live.
But What for?
· How can I tell him?

j

His father is spread
Over a rice paddy.
What will I say?
Did he die to make
His child's life better?

No.
He just died.
-By Sally Sanderson

City Lights
The city is brlght with its neon signs
People scurrying through the crowds of those
Who do not wish to hurry.
A young couple walks through an uncrowded park
Holding hands, they s(op. . .they kiss.
Two old women sitting on a bench stare in disgust.
The lovers return the look, thinking people should mind
their own business.
Besides, THEY were young once, but they don't understand now.
.uncaring.
The couple continue to kiss.
-Maryjane C. LaMachia

The old man, the pain, the
long years of friends dying in
burning cars, marriages and
success. The half emptied wine
bottles on the floor, the rusty
door hinges and fallen plaster.
The many lonely years of
unwashed dirty dishes. No
woman to wash his dishes. The
broken radio, he could never ·
quite hear, the. drip-of the water
in his sink.
The one time he had loved.
Her nut brown skin next to his.
His pa.in, His wealth of pain. He
remembers walking in the warm
summer night so long ago. Now
he has trouble seeing the sun.
His books, where did they go.
Why did they leave him? Why do
they no longer let him read
them. Not even once.
The broken sunlight trying to
push through his dirty, cracked
windows. He hardly noticed.
. These long days and longer
nights, they were so short. Lying
in his old -bed, still, unmoving,
noiseless except for an
occasional sigh, waking at night,
aching, taking a drink and
another. Smelling his own
breath. So many times.
Walking, walking, in the day.
Fog at night, night at day. When
could he rest? Ducks and
ducklings swimming in the
rubbish of the river's edge. The
grey clouds, the tragedies of
horns, the cool grass park.
Yellow haze and clear green,
grass from below, leaves up
, above. All those days. Someday
I'll build a cabin in the woods~
Cutting, working, building, first
the frame, piece by piece, brown
wood, clean smelling, pounding,
poud, sawing, the roof, dirt, yes,
a dirt roof, natural, I'll plant
grass on the roof, as g~n a haze
of yellow.
The sweat, the cool wind
- drying and itching. Sunburned
back and face, stubble of a clean

beard. People coming to see his
cabin. Glowing, shining, lacing
his boots, red plaid shirt,
scampering chipmunks, yellow.
At night, the clear, stars, more
stars millions and millions.
Sleeping, restfully turning,
laughing aloud, waking, walking,
he could always find a path at
night. Owls and sleeping rabbits.
Yellow haze, fog, 1 the park. All ..
those days and dreams.
Walking the streets, reflection
sadly in the store windows, a
bottle. Broken seal. Seals, in the
zoo, they don't like me there
anymore. My old dog, years,
years, the fog. The first snow of
his puppyhood. The wondering,
laughing. Trying to get his four
paws out of the snow at the
same time. The crushing car
tires. God and ...
II
. ..books and games, lines of
time, piano beats strummed on·
the wind. Blue plaid wool shirts
with holes in the sleeves, the
telltale scar of a lost cigarette
ash. Clack of the type, writers at
work recording forever the news
of the day. It surprised me when
you told me your father felt the
power .. He heard the piano and
saw the wind. Sounds were
colors to him, green was loud.
How often did he look over your
shoulder, with his hands at his ·
side, a smile on his face. You sat
there so quietly, working like
mad. Looking up, seeing those
funny spots floating in front of
the air in your view. You told
me about the way things looked,
when you looked up from a
book, you said it was like
looking through a ton of clear
jello. You said you didn~t like all
those little things people do. I ·
agree. Remember when we used
to draw pictures together. I
always thought you could d~w
better than me, you thought I
was better than you. Remember

No! I don't believe hiin! I
can't be! I won't be! The Doctor
says I'm going to have a baby. I
won't! But how?
I can go away and place the
child up for adoption. Will that
help me? I'll always look for my
child. Each little face will be
searched for signs of me. I can't!
I can't allow this child to be.
But how can I? It's not hard.
You .call a number, make an
appointment, and go~ A dirty
walk up flat that no one knows
but all suspect. Must I be legal
and suffer all my life for want of
my child, or be.illegal and know
I broke the law, thus suffering
too?
Why must my mistake be
visited upon me all my life?
Anonymous

when days seemed so long and
clear? Remember those days out
in the fields, you with your
binoculars, me with my pellet
gun; two fearless hunters in
search of big game. Woodchucks,
wake up, come on out so we can
get ya, and go to school and tell
everyone what we did."
. Then sitting on the back seat
of the schoolbus. Man all those
things we used to say.
Remember the old n:ian in the
park? Remember the day we
met him. Sunshine, green
warmth in the air, the slight cool .
breeze, our ruffled hair, the
beads of sweat. Then we met
him. Remember how long we
talked to him. The stories he told. Remember how he liked
Goethe and Thomas Beddoes.
That was the first time I heard
of Beddoes. Remember the smell
of the wine he was drinking, the
old cigarette that he never l\t.
Remember the- cinders and the
chunks of coal by the tracks
where he lived. The · scraggly
brown weeds that he looked at
so much. He never did show us
those things that he ·wrote, did
he? My memory is fading.
Remember how he told us he
could he~ a harmonica, if he
wanted, remember .when he
heard it and we did, too. How .
about that day we found the
twenty on the sidewalk. Gorging
and eating, buying those combs,
my first fountain pen, those
books and crayons, the airplane
of plastic and the small
pen-flashlight. We should have
given the old man. the money,
but we didn't. Then the end of
summer, the way people started
hurrying. How come the summer
had to end. Remember the night
before school started, the way
you came over to my house for
the night. Your mother was
really mad, but she always let
you do what you wanted to do~

What is life;
And who are w,?
Nobody knowf us
As we really ate,
Not even om:•lves,
We all play tile role.
· So well.
Who made our masks
With the manufactured smiles?
And who built the mighty walls,
To keep ourselves within?
Who cares?
We all play the role. .
So well.
Children pretend;
But that won't do They'll have to face reality.
We'll teach them
Because we all play the role.
So well. ·
By Kathy Hollister

Then your dad got the new job
and you went over across town
and got that new house. Those
days were nice. Remember in
the winter, going to, see the old
man. Diamond crystals showing
in our breath. Remember the
frozen weeds, pushing through
the top of the snow and the
tracks with rust andlce on them.
The scraggly bushes. The falling
down old 'shack. The old man.
We talked a lot that winter, he
used to say, "try and count the
snowflakes; see the back of the
moon." We didn't understand.
Sometimes we'd talk about
Goethe's, FAUST. I remember
in the middle of the winter, one
night, he told us about a part in
FAUST, close to a quarter of the
way into the drama: he said:
Faust:
"Nein, nein! Der Teµful ist
ein Egoist
Und tut nicht leicht um
Gottes willen,
Was einen andern nutzlich ist.
Sprich die Bedingung deutlich
aus!
Ein solcher Dienen bringt
Gefahr ins Haus."

"Shame! Shame!" we cried
with such enthusiasm. He told us
about the many times he had
almost died, but had a person or
book keep him from dying.
Dark, light, dark, his moods,
holey shoes, dull but glinting
eyes, seedy tweed pants," scraggly
·beard, stringy hair. We didn't
care, we were enjoying him,
weren't we. Remember the
nights in the fog when he would
walk with us and show us how
t? see faces in the fog. He'd say,
"fog is the mirror of man's
face," ' Then we'd get to our
house and he'd never come
inside. _ He always left. Going
back to his dead weeds and
cinders in the fog.
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THE GIFT

ANONYMOUS
'

28. O that cunning plan of the
evil one! 0 the vainness, and
the frailties, and the foolishness
of men! When they are learned

Ahead is a pure lane of velvet,
Uncolored, untouched by man.
On either side of this pathway
A.re trees, ever-green, bending their lowly branches
Under the weight of the glistening snow.

they think they are wise, and
they hearken not unto the consel of God, for they set it aside,
supposing they know of themselves, wherefore, their wisdom
is foolishness and it profiteth
them not. And they shall perish.
29. But to be learned is good
if they hearken unto the counsels
of God.
2 Neph: 9:28-29

I am the Painter, Artist, Creator of this scene;
This is My gift to you.
Do not murder My trees, for they praise Me.
Do not lose My pathway and its memories
To some frutal efforts or war.
This gift is for you, My children;
Keep it, let your children explore it, love it,
As I have foved it.
In it they will find what love is,
And peace will finally come.
Constance M. Jennings

i watched you walk down the street
i saw you watch me.
i wanted to smile btJt
you were only surveying me.
you walked past me again but
you looked like you were going somewhere.
i stiil wanted to smile but
you tried not to look, so
i stopped.
i had to visit other places
so this time i walked by you.
i smiled
you smiled, too.
i went on my way and
i knew you for a very· short time.
maybe if i'd smiled sooner
we might have kriown love.
tomorrow, if i see you
please say hello, but
maybe tomorrow will never come
Bye, it's been nice knowing you.
by Helen Peterson

Fly' bird, fly
Into the empty dawn
All of your friends have gone now
You have to carry on so
the merits of this version,
they said, . . .
are perhaps
ideas of a man in great
thought-and
wisdoms and social
and smily,
'
but actually:
. , · he has
- bad breath,
snores
talks wejrd stories in his sleep,
knows when he's wrong ·.
and doesn't stop
crying about it
often.

Fly, bird, fly ·
Don't let it drag you down
You'll never touch the ground now
You have to carry on
When the mist has parted
You may see the sun
Finish .t he life you've started
' Y~u have to-c~r?y-utr
~

_;.,...._~ -~,.·

colonial green roofs
recognizably remain
devouring the tumbling snow flakes quietly
the not so hungry earth
blanketed remains ·
welcoming the crystaline travelers weary
.
they-say
-. · ·" ~, ~:··_, ....-

· eane·

--:.

. ~ ""' ·..
rest among your brothers

Sing, bird, sing ·
Soloing through the day
You haven't found your way yet
You have to carry on so

·: for awhile
"'...;.:>

/

By John Butler

Fly' bird, fly
Under a sky of blue
You haven't broken through yet
Yo·u have to carry on

HOW NICE -

,_. .P SOMEONE
"_;

Here he comes
I Can see his.warm smil~ ·

I'm looking for someone to keep me company
Someone to hold my hand when I cry.
Someone to comfort me 'when I'm blue
Someone to love me till the day I die.

And his eyes are shining too,
As always when we see each ~ther.
He.speaks gently · ., ·.
In a way no one has ever spoken before
To me, as he holds out his hand
·Which I take for security.

Someone to understand me all the tbne
And tell me often that he loves me sO
Someone to help and guide me when I'm wrong
· Someone to say he 'll never let me go. .

I am happy , WE are happy
And so much in love and The alarm clock goes off
Dear God, why do I have to
dream of the past?

.. 'Yes, I'Afloo.king for-someone to.iive·alt rny love to.
Someone I can trust and always cilll my own.
•.;Someone to stand beSide me my life through
· Darling, I want that someone to be you.
Jan Shelton

- Maryjane C. LaMachia

-
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CAN YOU JUSTIFY
VIOLEN<:E?

.

-

Can You Justify Violence?
Why does cruelty happen?
Violence can't be justified!
Destruction or people,
or ideas and or life.
Why does it happen?
U can't be justified!
When someone disagrees
Do you pound him to the floor?
Can you mold people by
Forcing on them your thoughts?
Pound it into them!
Even if it's wrong.

Why does cruelty happen?
Violence can't be justified!
-By Sally Sanderson

.

,..

I had seen men like Net
before, but until now I had
never bothered to pay much
attention ~o anything his kind
had to say. It had plagued me
before to have to sit and listen
to him. It was, however, the
only kind thing to do. Net was
.seventy-four. I was twenty-one.
He had taken to drink heavily in
his old age. For some odd reason
when I first met him he seemed
to me to be the kind of person
who would not have taken to
drirlk at all. It was when he was
on one of his binges that it
plagued me. to sit with him on
facing bar stools and be forced
(by his hand on my shoulder or
by just not wanting to leave an
old men with .. 'the brush off")
to listen to him. He would tell
me in his best "try to be
straight" slurred, gutteral voice,
or the days when he played ball.
"Whus third base for the
Neville Bay Bombers, y'know."
"lz zat right," I would reply.
"Oyes, .Osure. Played with
McClarity and Kem Y'know ,"
he would say pointing his pudgy
finger into space, nearly falling
off the barstool. Net would
always refer to his old friends on
the team as "McClarity, the Irish
boy, y'know" or "Pinzano, that
1-1-1 talian fella, y'know .'.'
Yes, uh-huh," I would say.
The people he talked about lived
fifty years ago. I could not
Possibly have "known" them
and as a matter of fact I never
heard of any of them. Yet, Net
went right on with his account
as though we had mutually
known everyone he spoke of.
It almost scared me to look
directly into Net's face. It
looked like he had been hit witn
a grenade - and lived. That was
no joke. Weatherbeaten and
scarred, his face was much like
the consistency of an old d?ied
out. piece of rained-on
cardboard. His left eye was
terribly misshapen and
contorted. I never found out just
how that happened. I could not
bring myself to question him
about it. A thin, pale blue haze
coveiect the eye which, I don't
mind saying, frightened me at

first.

The fear passed.
Net worked in the bar
downstairs. He lived down the
hall from me. Many times I
would be awake at three-thirty
in the morning and I would hear
him shuffle slowly out of his
cell-like bedroom and walk
downstairs and begin to mop the
floor. This was his job. They let
him tend bar sometimes when
they had their errands to do. He
looked proud standing behind
· the bar. waiting on !he few
customers in the place. When he
was not working, he would do
nothing all day but sit down in
"his" chair, as he called it and,
sleep or read the paper.
Sunday was Net's day to get
drunk. Actually he got drunk
almost every day but on
Sundays he got really drunk.
I went downstairs one
Sunday night and Net was there,
just as I expected. He was really
juiced, just as I expected.
"Hello, Net," I said.
"Hey, c'mere," he said,
wheeling around on his stool.
"Whadaya say pal?" he
exuberantly intoned as he
grabbed on to my coat and put
his arm around me. He smelled
terribly ofliquor.
"Not much," I answered. I
noticed that he was all dressed
up in his twenty year · old,
charcoal gray suit with an old
black tie and a white shirt,
frayed at the collar and cuffs.
"What are ya doin all decked
out like that?" I asked.
Well, that did it. I had left
myself open. Now it would start.
"O Chrize," he said. "Went
tsee muh daughter y'know. She's
registered nurse y'know, over to
Laurel Falls y'know." She been
sick. - cancer. Oh, bad. Got a
bad blood clot in her leg." he
was gesturing, moving his hands
like one working a marionette.
"Stopped over' ta Venice on the
way back. Had couple drinks.
Ama Iii tight, juzz a Iii," he
assured me.
"Wan drink?"
"No thanks, Net," I replied
patting my protruding stomach. ·
"Gotta watch ma weight. Well,
we'll see ya Net, I gotta go."
"Hey, he said, .c lutching my

FOR NANCY AND JOHN
by their own visions of gods being wedded
through smiles, touches, red-golden happiness
with laughs and kisses from today's friends
come to drink to fem;t
on vodka on Swedish meatballs
on kosher gherkins and chocolate connubial cake
deliciously
embark:
an old wooden canoe
(worn from trying the journey before)
has been lovingly painfully hand-patched
the spirit of water flowing listens as
one paddles two
across faintly rippling bluegreen water
across fiercely turbulent treacherous water
across tantalizingly fathomless whirlpool water
now arriving transitorily ashore
she alights, stumbling,
unlightly he laughs:
her beautifulwoman-pardonable clumsiness!
all veils fall away, unrleeded;
His/her eyes
trusting the mirrored soul
nakedly lovin.g

arm, "Y'know somthin, I like
ya. Yure a good boy, good boy."
A smile was on his battered face
and his head was cocked back at
what must have been a very
painful angle. "Saw yure mother
the other day. Fine loo kin
woman, fine lookin woman. I
was married once, y'know. Same
woman thirty-five years. Nice.
Left me y'know."
A short pause.
"Yeh," he said, "stopped
over ta Venice. Joe, the owner
over· there's a frienda mine,
y'know . We're juzz like that."
He crossed his fingers
showing me just how close he
and Joe, the owner, supposedly
were.
"You know Joe dontcha, tall fella."
He flicked his hand up in the
air.
"Sure Net," I said. (I didn't)
Another short pause.
"Well,
"Yep" he interrupted me," . .
.Muh daughter's a registered
nurse over to Laurel Falls. . ."
His words began to trail off.
I began to feel sorry for the
man.
"Well, see ya later Net," I
said, "I gotta take a piss."
"O.K. so long."
I was sitting in my room
listening to records. I looked at
the clock. It was two o'clock.
From the bottom of the stairs
outside my room I heard a
resounding thud. My first
thought was of Net. I sprang to
my feet and raced to the
stairway.
It WAS Net. He had fallen,
trying to climb the stairs.
He was a pitiful sight. His
back against the railing, his head
drooped, hanging between his
knees, a shambles of a man.
"Net, are you O.K. ?"
He jerked his head up in my
direction.
"Sure, I'm juzz a little tight ·
y'know."
I walked down and helped
him get to his feet.
"Come on, let me help ya."
• He began to whistle
incoherently as a gesture to
show me that he was all right.
We inched up the stairs. I led

him to his room where he then
tried to find his key. Net's trying
to open his door was. a rather
comical episode. It was just like
iil the old time movies.
Staggering about, fumbling with
the key , trying desperately to
keep his balance and his cool, · . just like in the movies.
"Can you make it Net?"
"Sure, sure."

I glanced at . the i~ide . of his
room. I had· never seen it before.
It was painted a dull green. The
walls were dirty and it seemed
he had made no effort to clean
them. On his dresser mirror he
kept some old newspaper
clippings. I could not make them
out.

Net had been living alone for
about the last twenty years, and
now I realize why he was in the
shape he was in.
It is not the best thing to go
through life alone.
In eadem navi sumus

It was after this last epis6de
that I began to look upon him in
a different light. Oddly, he
began to remind me of my own
father, who, although he had not
played baseball for the Neville
Bay Bombers, had also in his
waning years l)egun to drink
rather heavily. I loved my father.
He had been everything I never
could be. He had HAD strength.
He had HAD ambition,
tremendous fortitude .and, above
all everlasting hope. I think of
my father a lot now:
I think a lot of Net now too.
By Lonnie Cruether
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According to reliable sources, it se-emed that all
who attended the pajama party on February 28
thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
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The student government enlisted the aid of an
outside organization (Omega Phi Zeta) to put on
the party. They gave the fraternity $400 from our
activity fee to supply entertainment and
refreshments.
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If the attendance at this . party was any
indication of an increase in student interest in such
events, then future parties should also be as much
fun.

. The idea of wearing pajamas was certainly a
comical . one. Omega Phi Zeta should be
complimented for this novel idea. Most of the
people who attended the party were there to see
who had guts enough to wear pajamas.
Congratulations to those of you with nerve and a
sense of humor.
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The refreshments were zealously consumed and
the reprobates in residence will find a moral in this
little ditty by an unknown bard:

"Birds of a Feather"
"One evening in October
When I was far from sober,
. And dragging home a load with manly pride;
My feet begari to studder
So I laid down in the gutter
And a pig came by and parked right by my side.
I warbled, "It's fair weather
When good fellows get together."
Then a lady passing by was heard to say,
.. ,; 'Yott'can' tell a titan wlfo boozes
By the company he choose$;'
And the pig got up and quickly ran away."
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I discussed the Veteran's
~ Scholarship Examination with
u the state counselor from the V.
:0 A. The· following information
·c:;
2 was obtained:
u
As soon as there is money
~ allotted for the scholarship test,
~ the date, place, and time will be
announced. Also, applications
will be accepted. There are no
extra points allowed for ribbons

or medals. "All vets will have
equal opportunjties for
scholarships." This year there
are supposedly four (4) for the
Cortland area.
For all those vets that are
interested in the., benefits
. increase, and I assume that there
are a few that are, the bill seems
to .be stuck in committee. The
only thing we can do is to start
writing to the elected officials:

Sen. Howard W. Robison
Sen. Charles Goodell
Sen. Jacob Javits
Rep. Mendie Rivers
Sam Rayburn Building
Washington, D. C.
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Library Lowe,rs the Boom !- _
ContinU.cl

from P • 1

strictness of procedures
necessary to function? If so you
have no right to complain later.
You know who they are; why
don't you report them to
Student Government as
"interfering with 'your academic
process and immobilizing
surrounding students''? Why
don't you tell the dark haired
girl and her giggling friends that
you came here to study and hen
parties belong in the lounge; or
the blondes and friends who sit
in the comer and have a party;
or the blond boy and his friend
who take such delight in loud
laughter- ancf c8J.Ung across the·
room' and making a big deal of
insulti~g the plaee; or the two or
three tall beards? ·
As far as I am concerned a
Library is for learning. Learning
takes interactio'n and interaction
means discussion and seminars.
WHEN Tl:IERE IS. ENOUGH

PROPER'S
VARIETY STORE
TM Stoff with 1001 ltlml

SPACE, a Library should ALSO
allow for SEPARATE quiet
study areas, smoking areas,
adjacerit "coffee break" areas,
and sound insulation of AV and
office machines. The oruy noises
which bother me are those
which belong in the student
lounge, and, therefore, show
someone being inconsiderate of
those -who need to use the
Library resour~ and should
have first call on limited seating.
No course in library ·school .
was designed to teach
baby-sitting or how to be a
policeµian. Kindergart~ns are
always~· noisy-; old · fashioned
libraries were generally deathly
quiet - and generally empty.
Your own behavior will
determine where our library fits
on the scale. I will not be a
policeman nor expect my staff
to. We are working toward a
Discipline Panel with Student
Government, or an equally valid
solution.
No solution will please
everybody, so a few complaints
do not concern me. The noise
this semester has been lessened
since we removed some of the
seating.. It make fewer places to
study, but lessens the crowding.

114MainSt.
Continued on Page 12

Groton. N.Y.

Scholar Incentive Checks?
Where are the scholarship two minutes, -but the clerk said
I admit that I am bitter about
incentive checks? Why is it
"come back tomorrow." I this. I need the money as much
taking so long for them to get explai,ned that I was in a hurry, as the next guy. Maybe I'm
here? For those of you who are
needed the document wrong. Maybe · these
wondering I forward a guess that immediately, and finally got a bureaucracies are swamped with
red -tape and bureaucracy have a ·. reluctant "come back in an work, but raon't really think so.
great deal to- do with this hour.". I did and it was ready. ·
what it b<,>ils down to is:
situation.
My question to this is why these people more or less have
If you have ever had dealings
should someone wait a day, a you at their ~rcy. They don't
with a bureaucracy before, week, or several months for a really care and are going to take
you'll realize more or le5s what simple procedure that only takes their own sweet time. So until
happens. You'll be told to wait a few minutes?
they decide to send you your
until tomorrow, come back next
The answer in this case was check, you will have to do what
week or, what is even worse, obvious. The clerk was bored, everybody else is doing. Namely:
wait and whatever you want will somewhat lazy, and just didn't Sit on your ass and wait.
be mailed to you.
-by Patent Paul
give a damn. After all, it didn't
Why does this problem exist? matter to her if I needed
Why can't these people simply something immediately.
stamp, affirm, or deny simple
This is why I think it is taking
things immediately, or at least · so long to receive our checks.
within a reasonable time? People are passing the work off
Possibly because it would mean onto other people, and when
they might have to do some someone finally decides to do
extra work, and you know we
whatever has to be done, weeks
wouldn't want to trouble them and perhaps months have
to do what they're being paid to elapsed.
do.
An example of this is an
experience I .had when dealing
with a bureaucracy. I was in a
hurry and needed an important
.
.
document stamped immediately.
GROTON'S ONLY HARDWARE
I knew it would only take about
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LetterContinued from Page 3

marijuana use is caused by a
chemical change in the body,
/and also, there is an armful of
reserarch to show that the
"high" is caused by
psychological conditions. This
leads us to one conclusion that nobody really knows what
they are talking about when
they speak of the total
psychological and physical
effects of the drug.
Four: the set and setting were
found to influence the drug
reaction. This is a commonly ·
known fact and it should be
used in its proper context to
explain the possibility of things
happening to the person when
he uses marijuana. If his attitude .
is up find if he is positive in his
outlook, chances are he has
nothing to be concerned about.
But, if the reverse is true, and he
is down, then the drug can have
a definite negative effect and
through prolonged use, create a
psychic dependency. All these

Crucible
Deadline
•

IS

April 17

March.13

studies controlled the
environment in a positive way.
Five: "experienced . users of
pot do not even have temporary
mental impairment." This
statement .is taken completely
out of context and it was stated
in the study that there is a
change in mental impairmen.t
when one uses marijuana and
probably according to what we
know now, there isn't any. But
mental impairment isn't the
problem. The problem basically
is the psychic dependence to the
point of becoming pothead,
relying on the drug for relief of
any stress situation, to the point
of getting into difficulty when
one has to assume
responsibilities.
Six: Selected tests were used!
Neat plus! It would be easy to
select a test to suit the results
one wanted to achieve.
Seven: how an experiment
based on nine people who are
screened, psychologically ready,
know what they are engaging in
(and with results so insignificant
as far as . affecting general
population) can be used to make
a statement that both alcohol
and tobacco have more harmful
effects on the body than does
pot is something that I can't
understand. I would urge any
student who is interested· in this
study to go to the Library and
read the study. It is available in
the Reserve Section and it is the
article from SCIENCE

Sn•ith •Corona Club
BowHng - Light Lunches
Home Away From Home
TX 8-9503

MAGAZINE.
I think it is important to
mention the real dangers that

The law is wrong. They put the
emphasis on the punishment of
the user, not the pusher. They
exist when one uses marijuana. deal with the results of the
First example might be what was problem, not the causes of the
discovered on the campus of problem. Society does have
Stony Brook State when ··· difficulties which must be solved
marijuana was found to be before the drug' situation can
mixed with opium, which is an ever be licked. But it takes
extremely dangerous Qarcotic. responsible, intellectual and
Second, in Cortland a week and ·clear cut minds to deal with
a half ago, substances which solutions.
were sold as "grass" were found
Do me a favor. Watch your
friends - potheads, throughout
to be horse manure sprayed with
Right Guard. Neat! Personally, I the year. See how responsible
am not worried about those who they become. Watch the care
can handle pot, but how can you they take in cleanliness, in
assuming and following through
tell? You may not be introduced
to other drugs through the with promises, and see if they
begin experimenting with- other
sociability that takes place from
smoking grass; how can you tell drugs. Then make just one
you are not going to get grass decision - see if you would like
mixed with narcotics? This is to be the image of them.
Charles. McMullen
silly, you say, because obviously,
you are the expert and you can
tell in all instances exactly the
product you are getting. Let's
push for drug use. Let's pop
some rainbows and do our thing
and disregard the problems or
society. Then one day in 1984 in
the drab, brave new world, one
thing will control society marijuana, pills, and we will find
ways to solve problems that
won't even exist .
I have never read any article
anywhere in which people were
"screaming" that marijuana was
a "terrible drug which incites
users to rape and murder."
Come · one, Bill Rook, don't
sensationalize so much. State the
facts. One could easily attack
1001 W. Seneca St.
the laws as they currently exist.
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.Gymnastics Club
Open co-ed gymnastics has
been held in the Dryden High
School GymnasiuJD every
Thursday night since October.
We have been working with the
unevens, parallel bars,
trampoline horse, and balance
beam. Pyramids and double
stunts have also been attempted.
Because we have only been
. able to work out once a week,
the program has been run on a
very informal level. I feel,

however, that there is quite a bit
of interest in this area, and I
hope to have a facility for next
year where we will be able to
work out at least two nights per
week. If we are able to do this, it
may be possible to put . on a
gymnastics demonstration in the
Spring of 1971.
Gymnastics thiS year will end
on Thursday, March 13. I hope
to see everyone again next year.
S. GanU!rt

social Calendar

::y

Much 13 ..••••••.••..•.•.•...•..•. Friday'-tbe-13tb Dance
2 · • · · · • • · • • • · .••.•.•.•.•.••••••.• , Sprtn, Weekend
Y 29 • • •.• • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Term EDda Dance
June5 •.••••.•.••.•••••••.•.
·
·••••.••..•• Graduation Party

Library t.:ontinued from Page 10

The weekly film we consider a
legitimate learning function as
long as it is open to all students
J!Ot just a few.
ANY solution will req~ire
your interest and cooperation. If
you want silence, enforcement
will require your ~illingn~ to
name and report those who
break the rule in your p~nce
(or are smoking in your presence
anywhere in the classrooms or
Library in direct violation of the
President's statement). I will not
move the book ranges to
"guard" the reading room, nor
will I march through periodically
smacking knuckles of children
with a ruler. If you agree that
learning requires interaction,
you must still be considerate
enough to keep the noisier fonns
of purely social interaction in
the lounges and out of the
Library. If you need quiet for
some study, the carrels on the

back wall (not the AV room) are
somewhat sound insulated. The
AV room is for those students
needing electric and Audio-visual
equipment. For full isolation
you can go to any empty
classroom. Charts showing which
rooms are empty and at which
times will be ready soon and will
be posted near the desk.
The ID cards are to identify
who is responsible for a library
item. They are also our
certification to area libraries that
you are a student here and can
be located through our records .
The Stop List is now in effect;
the }tegistrar's files are · marked
each Friday. The electric
, charge-out machine is on the
way, and after it arrives, my
approval will be needed for any
handwritten signatures. Cu~ing
at the Desk attendant reveals
only your ignorance; it does not
reflect anything about them
except their attempt to do their
job.
If you · have a serious
complaint · and a potential
solution, put it in writing ( so it
can be studied), have the guts to
sign it, and bring it to me for
discu~ion. Few people have so
far. Most complaints have been
verbal, childish, and have
contained no suggested solution.
As the editorial writer so well
_stated, "Stud.ent is the first
p.erson mentioned in these
regulations, and you as a student
are the chief violator". You are
the only one who can correct it.
If your idea of "being grown
up" stopped at the level where
you rushed home from rust
grade with a new gutter word to
shock mommy with, perhaps
you should remove your tongue
to one of the many glacial
trougbs in the area. Mo.st of the
world has more important things
to do than receive auricular
vibrations from · a few people
which sold nothing, create anger,
and prove nothing except an
extreme paucity of mental
development in the speaker. We
would far rather move ahead
with the work of building a
cohesive college community
than· to stand around listening to
Y,OU attempt _
to insult us.

